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ABSTRACT 
We consider some conjectures of D. Hershkowitz and A. Berman in concerning 
the localization of eigenvalues of P- and PO-matrices. We show that two of these 
conjectures are false. We improve a classical formula of Routh’s to prove our results. 
Also we reconsider a theorem of Kellogg’s with the generalized result. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
DEFINITION 1. A P-matrix [Pa-matrix] is an n X n complex matrix all of 
whose principal minors are positive [non-negative]. 
Such matrices are related to stable matrices and play an important role in 
economics and mathematical programming. 
Let S= {ui ,..., u”}, where ur ,..., u, E C (the complex field), and let 
k=l,...,n, 
denote the kth elementary symmetric function of the numbers ur,. . . , u,. 
The set S is called a P-set [PO-set] if it satisfies 
Uk( s> ’ 0, k=l,...,n 
[u,JS)>O, k=l,..., n]. 
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It is shown in [3] that S is a P-set [Pa-set] if and only if it is the spectrum 
of some P-matrix [Pa-matrix]. In order to investigate the localization of the 
spectrum of a P-matrix [Pa-matrix], some authors have utilized P-sets [Pa-sets], 
e.g. in PI, 141, [31, and [51. 
Observe also that S is a Pa-set if and only if S U (0) is a Pa-set. Thus we 
consider in this paper Pa-sets which do not contain zero elements. 
Kellogg [6] proved that elements of a P-set [Pa-set] cannot he in a certain 
wedge around the negative axis. More precisely, he proved: 
THEOREM A (Kellogg [6]). 
(I) Zf {ur,..., u, } is a P-set, then 
7T 
]argui] <T - -, i=l ,...,n. (1) n 
(II) Zf S = { ul,. . . , u, }, ui # 0, i = 1,. . . , n, is a PO-set, then 
7l 
]argui]<T----, i=l ,..., 72. (1’) 
n 
Equality in (1’) holds iff 
uJS)=O, k=l,..., n-l, U”(S) > 0. 
For a set S, we denote by a(S) and J(S) the numbers of elements of S 
which have positive and negative real parts respectively. 
A natural question is whether for a P-set or a P,,-set S = { ul,. . . , u, } such 
thut m(S) or J(S) is given, the region described by (1) can be reduced, i.e. 
whether there exists a number a satisfying 
In [4] the following theorems are shown: 
]argu,]<a<T--, i=l,...,n. 
n 
THEOREM B. Let S= {u,,..., u”} be a P-set such that r(S) = 1. Then 
larg uil < $r, i=l ,-..> n. 
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THEOREM C. Let S = { ul,. . . , u, }, ui # 0, i = 1,. . . , n, be a 
that 7r(S) = 1. Then 
@rg ui] Q ia, i = 1,. . . , n. 
Equality in (2) holds for i = j only if 
s = { I"jlP uj3 uj} us,, 
where S, consists of pairs of conjugate pure imaginary numbers. 
As generalizations of Theorem B and C, D. Hershkowitz and 
[4] conjecture 
3 
PO-set such 
(2) 
A. Berman 
CONJECTURE 1. Let S= {ur,..., u, } be a P-set such that m(S) = 2. 
Then 
]wg Ui] < 27, i=l ,.*.> n. 
CONJECTURES. Let S= {ur,..., u, } be a P-set such that J(S) = 2. Then 
larg ui] < gT7 i=l ,..*, n. 
More generally, they conjecture 
CONJECTURE 3. Let S = { ur,.. ., u, } be a P-set such that T(S) = k. 
Then 
2k 
larg Uil < -77 
2k+l ’ 
i=l,...,n, if k is odd; 
2k+l 
larg Ui] < -Tr 
2k+2 ’ 
i=l ,...,n, if k is even. 
CONJECTURE 4. Let S= {u,,..., u, } be a P-set such that J(S) = k 
(k must be even). Then 
2k+l 
]arg Ui] < -7l 
2k+2 ’ 
i=l ,...,n. 
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Similar conjectures may be stated for PO-sets by replacing “ < ” with 
“ < .” These conjectures will be discussed in this paper. For this purpose, in 
Section 2, we generalize Routh’s classical formula in [2, p. 1781. We obtain a 
formula for the number of roots which he in the fan region determined by 
{ z : ]arg z] < 8 }, 0 < 8 < 7r, for a polynomial with real coefficients. Moreover, 
in Section 3, making use of this formula, we show that Conjectures 1 and 2 
are false. Meantime, in Section 2, a new proof of Theorem A (Kellogg) is 
given. 
2. THE LOCATIONS OF 
REAL COEFFICIENTS 
THE ROOTS OF POLYNOMIALS WITH 
DEFINITION 2. The Cauchy index of a real rational function R(r) 
between the limits a and b [notation: Z,bR(x); a and b are real numbers or 
+ co] is the difference between the number of jumps of R(x) from - cc to 
+ cc and the number of jumps from + cc to - cc as the argument changes 
from a to b. 
REMARK. In counting the number of jumps, the extreme values of x 
(that is, the limits a and b) are not included. 
Let Xi,..., X, be all jumps of R(x) between the limits a and b. We 
introduce the notation 
ifxisajumpofR(x)from -ccto+cc; 
1 ifxisajumpofR(x)from+coto -cc. 
Then it is easy to see that 
Z,bR(x)= t S(xi). 
i=l 
Let f(Z)=a,Z”+u,Z”-‘+ ... + an ( a0 # 0) be a polynomial with 
real coefficients, and let 9 satisfy 0 < B < rr. Let K be the number of roots u 
of f( Z ) such that ]arg U] < 8. 
If 8 = r/2, then under the assumption that f(Z) has no roots on the 
imaginary axis, the formula for the number K of roots u of f(Z) such that 
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FIG. 1 
]arg u] < r/2, that is, the number of roots of f( 2) in the right half plane, is 
(see [2, p. 1781) 
I 
+CC 
a+-1 - a3W”-3 + . . . 
-cc aOWn_a,w”-2+ . . . 
=n-2K, -OD~W~+CQ. 
We shall give the formula for the number K of roots u of f(Z) for any 6J such 
that ]arg U] < 0. 
In the complex plane we construct the circle of radius r with its center at 
the origin. We have two rays L,:y=xtanB (y>O) and L2:y= -xtan@ 
(y < 0). Assume that the circle intersects L,, L,, and the right real semiaxis 
at A, B, and C respectively. Let S denote the domain bounded by the 
segments OA, OB and the circular arc BCA (see Figure 1). Then when r is 
large enough, all roots u of f(Z) such that larg UI < 13 lie in the domain S. 
We begin with the case where f(Z) has no roots on the rays L, and L,. 
By the argument principle in classical complex analysis (see [l]), arg f(Z) 
increases by 
A rsc,)asfw = 2K7r 
if the point Z moves in the counterclockwise direction around the contour, 
denoted by Isc,,, of the domain S (see Figure 1). 
Let T, denote the circular arc a. It is easy to see that 
lim Ar, arg f(Z) = 2n0. 
,+cc (4) 
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Let A soA arg f( 2) be the increment of the argument of f(Z) from B to 
0 around L,, then to A around L,. Similarly, AoAtrj arg f(Z), ABoCrj arg f( Z), 
and so on are defined. Then 
ArS,,,argf(Z) =Ar,argf(Z) - Aao*(,,arg.f(Z). (5) 
Let T --, 00 in (5); then it follows from (3) and (4) that 
2Ka = 2n0 - ABoACcoj arg f( Z), 
where 
Hence 
A BOA(m) arg _f(‘) = lim 
r-tm 
ABOA arg f( z >. 
A Bo*(m)argf(Z) = - 2Kn +2ne. . (6) 
Let Z, and Z, be the coordinates of the points A and B respectively. It 
is easy to prove that Z, = Z,, then f(Z,) =f( Z,). When r moves so that 
A, B turn out to be A’, B’ respectively, then f( Z,.) = f( Z,.). Then 
Azargf(Z) = - ATargf(Z) 
(see Figure 2). Furthermore 
A OA(r)argf(Z) = - 4,scr,~gfW. (7) 
FIG. 2. 
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AlSO 
A BOA(r)argf(Z) = ABO(r)=gf(Z)+ A0_4(r)vsf(Z) 
= -A oIqq=gf(Z)+ Ao*(r)a’gf(Z) 
=2A OAcr) arg f(Z) [from (7)l. 
Then 
A oAcoo)argf(Z) = lim A,(,,argf(Z) = fim iA,,(,,argf(Z) 
r-cc r-m 
=ne-Kr [from (S)] ; (8) 
substituting Z, = re ” for the variable Z of f(Z), we get 
F(r) = f(Z,) = aOrnenei + alr”-‘e(“-‘)ei + . . . + a,_,reei + a, 
= a,r"cOsne+a,r"-lcOs(n-l)e+ se* +a,_,rcOse+a,) ( 
+ i(u,r”sinnB + u,r”-‘sin(n - i)e + . . . + u,_,rsine). 
Let 
u(r)=aorncOsne+ ... +c~,_~w~s~+u,, 
W(r) = u,r”sinnf3 + . . . + u”_,rsine; 
then 
F(r) = U(r)+ iW(r). (9) 
Because no root of f(Z) lies on L, and L,, F(0) = f(0) = (I, Z 0 and 
arg F(0) = 
i 
0 if u,>O, 
ll if u,<O. (10) 
Let rl,..., rS be all the jumps of W(r)/U(r) between the limits 0 and 
+ 00; then 
8 
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A;” argF(r) = AoACm)argf(Z). 
BY C3), 
AT arg F(r) = nt9 - KT. (11) 
Since ri, . . . , r, arejumpsof W(r)/U(r),we have U(r,)=O, i=l,...,s. And 
since no root of f(Z) lies on L, and L,, F(ri) + 0. Hence W(r,) # 0, that is, 
all F(r,)(+O)lieontheimaginaryaxis, i=l,...,s. 
Now, we will consider the relation between AT arg F( r ) and I,” W( T )/ 
U(T). Notice that in this paper arg F(r) denotes the principal value of the 
argument of F(r) and - T < argF(r) < TIT. 
LEMMA 1. h’ilargF(r)= -~Z:1W(r)/U(r)-~[6(r,)+6(r,)]~. 
Proof. We use induction on s. 
If s = 2, no jump is between the limits ri and rs. Hence 
z,w(r) -0
r’ U(r) . (12) 
F( ri) ( # 0), i = 1,2, is on the imaginary axis for jumps ri. Let S(ri) = 1; 
then when r moves from left to right through ri, F(r) shifts from quadrant II 
to quadrant I through the upper imaginary semiaxis, or from quadrant IV to 
quadrant III through the lower imaginary semiaxis. Let 6(ri) = - 1; then 
when r moves from left to right through ri, F(r) shifts from quadrant I to 
quadrant II through the upper imaginary semiaxis, or from quadrant III to 
quadrant IV through the lower imaginary semiaxis. Hence we obtain 
(i) If 6(r,) = S(r,) = 1, then Ar;, argF(r) = - VT = - vrZ:W(r)/U(r) 
- $(l+ l)%y 
(ii) If 6(r,) = - 1, S(r,) = 1, then A’,?, arg F(T) = 0 = - rZzW(r)/U(r) 
- +( - 1+ l)?r; 
(iii) If S(r,) = - 1, 8(ri) = 1, then A’,?, arg F(r) = 0 = - rZ:;2W(r)/U(r) 
- $[l+( - l)]?r; 
(iv) If S( ri) = S( rs) = - 1, then Ai”, arg F(r) = T = - vrZ:;W( T)/U( r) 
-;[(-1)+(-1)]7r. 
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Combining the four cases, we have 
(13) 
Therefore, if s = 2, the lemma holds. 
Suppose that s > 2, and that the lemma holds for s = m - 1. Then 
A’;;-’ arg F(r) = - T’;;- (14) 
For s=m, 
A’;largF(r)=A’;;-largF(r)+Ak_,argF(r) 
=- I _Iw(r) 7%; U(r)-w)+L)l~ 
- az’m W(r) --t~~(r*-A+hJl~ ‘m-l U(r) 
(from (14) and (13)) 
=- I” w(r) --6(r,_,) 77-f[S(r,)+S(rm)]7r-8(rm_l)57 
‘I U(r) ! 
because 
W(r) 
Zrm- = 
‘l U(r) 
zrm_ W(r) 
I-__..__ + 6(r,_,) 
‘I U(r) 
= _ Z,, W(r) --+[6(r,)+S(rm)]7r. 
‘I U(r) 
Therefore, the lemma holds. 
LEMMAS. 
0) ZfargF(r,)=(1~/2)S(r,), then 
-:G lim argF(r)<% and ATargF(r)= lim argF(r)-ia( 
1’00 I+az 
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(ii) Zf arg F(r,) = - (n/2) 6(r,), then 
--ia lim argF(r)> -r or m> lim argF(r)ai. 
r+cO I--r00 
whenlim I _ m arg F( r ) is between -(77/2)&r,) and -71&r,), then 
A”,argF(r)= lim argF(r)+ ia( 
r-rcc 
when lim ~ _ o. arg F(r) is between (r/2) 6(r,) and n&r,), then 
A”,argF(r)= rtmmargF(r) -$,aS(r,). 
Proof. First, assume that 6(r,) = 1. It is known that F(r,) ( # 0) is on 
the imaginary axis. No jump of W(r)/U(r) lies in (rS, + co). 
(i): If F( rs) lies on the upper imaginary semiaxis, that is, arg F( r,) = 77/2, 
then for any r E (r,, + co), F(r) lies in quadrant I or IV, that is, 
77 
-- 
2 
iargF(r)ci for r E (rS, + co). 
Therefore 
77 
-- 
2 
< lim argF(r) < % 
r-m 
and 
ATargF(r) = lim argF(r) -argF(r,) = lim argF(r) - i. 
r+bo r-cc 
(ii): If F( rs) lies on the lower imaginary semiaxis, that is, arg F( rS) = 
- 7r/2, then for r E (rsr + co), F(r) lies in quadrant II or III, that is, 
77 
2 
-z argF(r) d T or -n<argF(r) < -z. 
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When -_p<lim,,, arg F(r) < - r/2, it follows from arg F(r,) = 
- ?r/2 that 
ATargF(r)= lim argF(r)- 
1’00 
= lim argF(r)+i. 
r+cC 
When q/2 G Iimr_m arg F(r) < Q, then 
= lim argF(r) -$r. 
T--r’x 
Therefore, Lemma 2 holds if 6(r,) = 1. 
Similarly, we can prove Lemma 2 for S( rs) = - 1. 
LEMMA 3. 
AT arg F(r) = lim arctan 
W(T) 
r-+m 
- - f S(r,). 
U(r) 
Proof. 
(1) If arg F( rs) = (7r/2) S( rs), then by Lemma 2, 
ATargF(r)= lim argF(r)-ia( 
T’OO 
But since - 77/2 < arg F( r ) < 7r/2, we have that 
urgF( r) = arctun [ W( r)/U( r)] , 
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where r E ( rs, + co). Hence 
W(r) 
lim argF(r) = lim arctan - 
r-tm r-+00 U(r) . 
Therefore 
W(r) 
AT arg F(r) = lim arctan - - ” 6(r,). 
r+m U(r) 2 
(2) If arg F( rs) = - (77/2) 6( T,), then by Lemma 2, 
77 -7l 
-- >argF(r)> -T or T<argF(r)<a, where 
2 
r E (rs, + co). 
Hence 
argF( r) - arctan [ w( r)/U( r )] = - 77 or 
argF( r) - arctan [ w( r )/U( r )] = 77 
for r E (rs, + co), and 
W(r) 
lim argF(r)- lim arctan-= --r or 
r-+m r+m u(r) 
w(r) 
lim argF(r)- lim arctan-== 
r-rm r+m U(r) . 
Now let a(~,) = 1. 
(i) When - (7r/2) > limr+m arg F(r) 2 - T, by Lemma 2, 
AyargF(r)= lim argF(r)+i. 
r-m 
And by (15), 
(15) 
w(r) 
lim argF(r) = lim arctan - - 7r. 
r-rm r-m U(r) 
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Then 
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W(r) = 
A”,argF(r)= lim arctan---= 
W(r) 
U(r) 2 .barctan U(r) 2 
- - S(r,). 
1’00 
(ii) When n/2 G limrdoo arg F(r) < r, by Lemma 2, 
BY (15), 
ATargF(r)= lim argF(r)-_r. 
I-+00 
Then 
W(r) 
lim argF(r)= lim arctan- 
1-00 r-+m U(r) +m’ 
W(r) -7r 
A”,argF(r)= lim arctan---= 
r-+00 U(r) 2 rt% arctan 
Similarly, let 6(r,) = - 1; then 
AT argF(r) = lim arctan - - - 
r-00 U(r) 2 ‘(‘)’ 
Therefore, Lemma 3 holds. H 
We have that A$argF(r)=&~argF(r)+&;,argF(r)+A~argF(r), 
where A;1 arg F(r) = - (77/2) 6( rl). By Lemmas 1 and 3, 
ATargF(r)= -iS(rI)-rZ:,,-- W(r) ~[ti(r,)+fS(r,)]a 
+ lim arctan%-aa 
r+m r 
= _ zrs W(r) -+ lim arctang- [6(r,)+6(r)]m. 
‘I U(r) r+m s 
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And because Z$‘W( r)/U( r) = Zl;W( r )/U( r) + S( ri) + 6( r,), we obtain that 
w(r) 
AzargF(r)= -~z~------- + lim amtang. 
U(r) I’00 r 
Since AT arg F(r) = no - KT by (11) then 
W(r) 
d-K7r= -aZ;- + lim arctan s. 
U(r) r-+03 r 
Moreover, 
K=zmwr) ne 1 W(r) 
- + - - - lim arctan - 
O U(r) 7r U(r) * 7r r-m 
(16) 
By [2, Section 15.21, ZFW(r)/U( r) = V(0) - V(w), where V(0) is the 
number of variations of sign in the Sturm chain constructed by W(r) 
and U(r) at r = 0, and V(co) is the number of variations of sign for large 
enough r. 
From (16) and 
1% + m arctun [ W(r)/U( r)] = arctun l@m [ W(r)/U( r)], 
we obtain the following 
THEOREM 1. Let f(Z) = uOZn + u,Z”-’ + . . . + a, (a0 # 0) be a real 
polynomial. Assume that rw root of f(Z) lies on L, : y = x tan0 (y > 0) or 
L2: y = -x tan@ (y < 0), 0 < 8 < n. Then the number K of roots u of f(Z) 
such that larg UI < 0 is 
K=zgg ne l W(r) + - - - arctan lim - 
r +7l T r.+oo U(r) ’ 
where 
W(r) = u,r”sinnB + air”-isin(n - i)e + . . . + u,_,rsin8, 
U(r)=u,r”cosnB+u,r”-‘cos(n-1)e+ .a* +a,_,rcosB+u,. 
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Equiuakntly, 
w(r) K=V(O)-V(m)+:-~arctan Iim - 
r-rm U(r) - 
n 
The Sturm chain constructed by W(r) and U(r) can be determined by 
the Euclidean algorithm (see [2, Section 15.21). 
If cos no # 0, then arctanIim,,,[W(r)/U(r)] = arctantann0. Hence 
we obtain 
COROLLARY 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, if cos nfl # 0, then 
K=Imwr) ne 1 
- + - - - arctantanne. 
O U(r) 7r 7r 
Theorem 1 is deduced under the assumption that f(Z) has no roots on 
the rays L, and L,. Now we shall consider the case where the polynomial 
f(Z) = aOZ” + . . . + a, (a0 # 0) has s roots on the rays L, 2nd L,. 
If Z, is a root on L, of f(Z), then f(Z,) = 0 implies f(Z,) = 0, that is, 
Z, on L, is also a root of f( Z ). Hence the roots on L, or L, of f( Z ) consist 
of some pairs of conjugate roots of f(Z). Let them be Z,, . . . , Z,. Then 
d(Z) = (z - z,) *. . (z - z,) = z”+ -. a 
is a polynomial with real coefficients. There exists f”(Z) such that f(Z) = 
d(Z)p(Z). None of the n* = n - s roots of f*(Z) is on L, or L,. The roots 
of f(Z) consist of conjugate pairs. So do the roots of f*(Z). Hence 
(l/ao)f*(Z) = Z”-‘+ . . f is a polynomial with real coefficients. So is 
f*(Z) = ao(l/ao).PYZ). 
Let F*(r) = f*( reie) = U*(r) + iW*( r), where 8 is fixed, and U*(r) and 
W*(r) are two polynomials with real coefficients. By Theorem 1, 
K=*m W*(r) + (n-s)@ 1 W*(r) -- 
O U*(r) n rr arctanr!mm U*(r) . 
Therefore, we have, for 0 < 0 < 7~~ the following 
THEOREMS. Letf(Z)=a,Z”+a,Z”-‘+ ... +a, (ao#O) beapoly- 
rwmial with real coefficients. Assuming that the number of roots on L, or L, 
of f(Z) is just s, where L1:y=x tan8 (~20) and L2:y= -x tan6 
(y G 0), 0 < 8 < r. Then there exist real polynomials d(Z) and f*(Z) such 
that f(Z) = d(Z)f*(Z), and f*(Z) with the leading coefficients a0 has no 
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roots on L, or L,. Letf*(re”) = U*(r)+ iW*(r), where U*(r) and W*(r) 
are two polynomials with real coefficients. Then the number K of roots u of 
f(Z) such that largu( < B is 
K = I” w*(r) + (n - 40 1 arctan lim w*(r) -- 
O U*(r) 7r 7r T-+OO U*(r) ’ 
COROLLARY 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, if cos nfl # 0, then 
K=zmW’w + (n--G 1 
O U*(r) 77 
-;arctantan[(n-s)e]. 
Note that since 
f( rei”) = U( 7) + iW( r) = d( rei”)fc( reie) 
=d(rei8)[U*(r)+iW*(r)], 
in general, d(re”) with the variable r is not a polynomial with real 
coefficients. Hence W*(r)/U*(r) and W(r)/U(r) may not be identical. 
Moreover, ZFW*( r)/U*(r) and ZrW(r)/U(r) may not be identical. This is 
different from the situation for 0 = 71/2 discussed in [2]. 
As an application of the results we have just obtained, we give a new 
proof of Theorem A. 
Proof of Theorem A. 
(I) s = { ui,. . .) u, } is the set of all roots of 
f(Z)=Z”-a,Z”_‘+ .** +(-1)“~‘a,_,Z+(-l)“a, 
where a,=ak(S)>O, k=l,..., n. Let 8 = rr - r/n in Theorem 1; then 
W(r) = -a,r”-‘sin(n-1) 
+( -l)“_l 
57 
u,_irsin 
i 1 7r - - , n 
77 
U(r) = r”cosn T-- 
i 1 n -u,r”-‘cos(n--1) 7r-” + a.. i 1 n 
+(-l)“-‘u,_,rcos n-z +(-1)“~“. 
i 1 
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(i) If n is even, then the coefficient of 7 n-k in W(r) (let a, = 1) is 
( -l)koksin(n-k) *-II 
i 1 n 
n-k 
(n-k)r---m 
n 
i 
( - l)kaksin v7r if k=1,3 ,..., n-l, 
= 
( -l)k+io,singn if k=O,2,...,n-2 
n-k 
= -o,sin--a for k=O,l,...,n-1 
n 
=0 if k=n, 
~0 if k=l,...,n-1. 
HenceforanyrE(O,+co), W(r)<O.Thecoefficientsof r”,rnP1,...,r, lin 
U( r ) are respectively 
( -77 1 77 cosn w--- = -l<O, 
n 
-a,cos(n-1) 7r-- CO, 
i 1 n 
u,cos(n-2) T-II_ CO,..., 
( 1 n 
(- 1)“‘2-10,,2_,cos (;+l)(L) -Co, 
(-l)“%“,2cos+~)=0, 
( - 1)“‘2+1g,,2+1cos (i-1)(2)>0,..., 
-u,_,cos IT-” >o, 
i 1 n 
U” > 0. 
By the well-known Descartes’s rule of signs (see [7, p. 60]), U(x) has a 
unique positive root (denoted by r,,). When r increases through r,, U(r) 
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changes from positive to 0, then to negative. And W(r) < 0 for any r E 
(0, + co); therefore 
w(r) -= z,m U(r) l* 
(ii) If n is odd, then by reasoning similar to (i), it is known that all 
coefficients of W(r) are positive except the coefficient 0 of r”. Hence for any 
r E (0, + co), W(r) > 0. Meantime, the coefficients of rn, r n- ‘, . . . , r(“+ ‘)I2 
in U(r) are positive; the coefficients of r(“-1)/2,. .., r2, r and the constant 
term are negative. By the Descartes’s rule of signs, U(X) has a unique positive 
root. When r increases through this root, U(r) changes from negative to 0, 
then to positive. And W(r) > 0, for any r E (0, + 00). Therefore 
w(r) -= ” U(r) ” 
By (i) and (ii), for any n = 1,2,. . . , ZFW(r)/U(r) = 1. By Corollary 1, the 
number of u in S such that larg uI< B - r/n is 
K=zb+ “i “) l +- TIT--- --arctantann P-- 
r 7l n 57 
( “)_. 
n 
Henceforanyi=l,...,n, larguil<g--/n. 
(II) Since ui # 0 (i = 1,. . . , n), an > 0. If there exists some j (1~ j < n) 
such that uj # 0, then, when n is even, similarly, we obtain that for any 
r E (0, + co) we have W(r) < 0, and U(x) has a unique positive root such that 
when r increases through it, U(r) changes from positive to 0, then to 
negative; hence ZFW(r)/U(r) = 1. When n is odd, we get also ZgW(r)/ 
U(r)=l.Furthermore,byCorollaryl,foranyi=l,...,n, 
llrguil<72. 
n 
If aj = 0 for j = 1,. . . , n - 1, then f(Z) = Z” + ( - 1)“~~. Let f(Z) = 0; 
then Z” = ( - l)“++~~. When n is odd, the n roots of f(Z) can be shown to 
be 
Uk = n& eiakr/n, 
n-l 
k=0,*1,*2 +- ,..., _ 
2 * 
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Hence 
n-l 
21kls 2TT 77 
lb% %I = - Q =r--_, 
n n n 
where ]arg u + (n_ i),s] = r - r/n. Therefore some equalities hold in (1’). 
When n is even, the n roots of f(Z) can be denoted as 
Hence - n/2 < k < n/2 - 1. This implies - (r - n/n) < (r + 2ka)/n G 
7r - 77/n. Then 
T +2km 
I I 
I7 
brgUkl= ___ =sm 
-- 
n n 
and 
Also, some equalities hold in (1’). 
3. ON THE CONJECTURES OF THE LOCALIZATION OF THE 
SPECTRA OF P- AND PO-MATRICES 
In this section, we shall discuss the conjectures of D. Hershkowitz and 
A. Berman [4]. First, we consider Conjecture 1. 
Let s= {Ui,..., u,} be a P-set, that is, ok = ok(S) > 0 for k = l,..., n. 
Conjecture 1 says: if 
(i) r(S) = 2, then 
(ii) (arg ui] < $rr for i = 1,. . . , n. 
We shall give a negative answer to Conjecture 1 with a counterexample such 
that (i) holds, but (ii) does not hold. 
Let n=8. Assumethat a,=4-s, ~,=4~, c1~=4-~, u,=4-‘, ~,=4-~, 
us = 4-5, u -4-2, u,=2X4s-6(O<S<l).Let u,,...,u,beaIItheroots 
of f(Z) = z7s u,z7+ * . . - u,Z + us. Then S = { ui, . . . , ug } is a P-set. 
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Let w be a real number. Then f(iw) = g(w)+ ih(w), where 
g(w) = w8 - u2w6 + u4w4 - U6W2 + U8 
and 
h(w) = qw’ - u3w5 + 65103 - 6, w. 
For us = 2 ~4’ - S, g(w) takes on different values when 6 is given 
different values, and any two of the different g(w) have no common real 
roots. h(w) has at most seven real roots. Hence there exist at most seven 
different 6 such that the g(w) determined by these S and h(w) have 
common real roots. Suppose these 6 are S,, . . . ,6, (if they exist). Therefore if 
6=S,~(O,l)suchthat S,#Sifori=1,...,7,theng(w)and h(w)haveno 
common real roots. Hence f( iw ) # 0 for any w E R, and f( Z ) has no roots 
on the imaginary axis. Thus f(Z) satisfies the condition of Theorem 1 for 
e = ?r/2. 
In the following we always take 6 = S,, i.e. us = 2 x 4” - 8,. Since r(S) is 
actually the number of roots u of f(Z) such that larg ~1 < n/2, by Corollary 
1 we have 
h(w) + 8xr/2 
?r(S)=Z,m- ~- 
g(w) r = 
+4. (17) 
Now we seek the value of Z,“h( w)/g( w). We have 
g(w)=w8-43w6+4-5w4-4-5w2+2x48-~o, 
g’(w)=8w7-6x43w5+4x4-5w3-2x4-5w, 
g”(w) = 8x7~~ - 6x5~4~~~ +4x3x4-‘w2 - 2~4-~, 
g’“‘(w) = 8x7x6w5- 6~5~4~4~~~+24~4-~w, 
g’4’(w)=8x7x6x5w4-6x5x4x3x43w2+24x4-5, 
g’5’(w)=8x7x6x5x4w3-6x5x4x3x2x43w, 
g”)(w) = 8x7x6x5x4x3w2- 6!~4~, 
g”‘(w)=S!xw, 
g@‘(w) = 81. 
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Let Vs(w) denote the number of variations in sign in the sequence 
We get V,(O) = 4, Vg(+ co)= 0, and V,(4) = 1. Then V&0)-V,(4) = 3, 
V,(4) - V,( + cc) = 1. By the well-known Budan-Fourier theorem (see [7, p. 
Fig]), in (4, + cc) g(w) has just one root and in (0,4) it has one or three roots. 
We prove that in (0,4) g(w) has either just one root or just a root of 
multiplicity 3. Otherwise, suppose in (0,4) g( w ) has either (i) three different 
roots, or (ii) one simple root and one root of multiplicity 2. 
For (i), assume that wi, ws, ws are those three different roots such that 
w1<w2<wg. By the classical Rolle’s theorem, there exist w’ E (wi, wa) 
such that g’( w’) = 0 and w” E ( w2, ws) such that g’( w”) = 0. 
For (ii), assume that w(r) is the simple root and w@) is the root of 
multiplicity 2. Then there exists W’ between w(r) and wc2) such that 
g’(w’)=O. And g(w)=p(w)(w- w(~))~, where p(w) is a polynomial satis- 
fying p( wC2)) # 0. Thus g’( wC2)) = 0. 
In a word, in (i) and (ii), g’(w) must have two different roots in (0,4). 
But g”(w)=w4(56w2-15x43)+(-15x43w4+12x4-5w2-2x4-5), 
where 56~~-15~4~<0 for any w~(O,4), and -15~4~w~+12~4-~20~ 
-2~4-~= -15~4~(w~- ~4-8)2+~4413-2x4-5<0, Hence for any 
w E (0,4), g”(w) < 0, i.e., g’(w) is a strictly monotone decreasing function 
in (0,4). Therefore g’(w) has at most one root in (0,4). This contradicts (i) 
and (ii). 
Thus, in (0,4), g(w) has just one root (a simple root or a root of 
multiplicity 3). 
Now we discuss the localization of roots of h(w) in (0, + cc). 
By Descartes’s rule of signs, h(w) = 4-8w7 - 4-4w5 +4-2w3 - 4-2w has 
either three positive roots or one positive root. It will be verified that h(w) 
has three different positive simple roots. 
Obviously, w = 4 is a root of h(w). And h(2) > 0, but h(w) < 0 if w is 
an enough small positive number; hence h(w) has at least one root in (0,2). 
Also, h(43/2) < 0 and h( + co) = + co; hence h(w) has at least one root in 
(4 3/2 + 00). But h(w) has at most three positive roots. Therefore, besides 
w = 4, h(w) has a simple root in (0,2) and one in (43/2, + cc). Then h(w) 
has no roots in (2,4) and (4, 43/2), and 
h(w)>0 if w E (2,4), (16) 
h(w)<0 if w E (4,43’2). 09) 
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We have g(2) > 0, g(43/2) > 0, and g(4) < 0. It has been proved that 
g(w) has one root in (0,4) and one in (4, + cc) (simple or multiplicity 3). As a 
result, g(w) has just one root (simple or multiplicity 3) in (2,4) and one in 
(4,43/2), and has no other positive roots. 
Let w* be the root of g(w) in (2,4). Then if w increases through w*, 
g(w) changes from positive to 0, then to negative. And by (18) h(w*) > 0. 
Hence w* is a jump of h(w)/g(w) from + cc to - co. 
Let w** be the root in (4,43/2) of g(w). Then if w increases through 
w**, g(w) changes from negative to 0, then to positive. And by (19), 
h(w **) < 0. Hence w** is also a jump of h(w)/g(w) from + cc to -cc. 
h(w)/g( w) has no other jumps, since g(w) has no positive roots except 
w* and w**. By the definition of the Cauchy index, we have 
,,h(w) -2 -= 
O dw> . 
By (17) r(S)=Z,“h(w)/g(w)+4= -2+4=2; then S={U,,...,U,} 
satisfies condition (i) of Conjecture 1. 
Now, we check condition (ii) for S. By Theorem 1, a necessary result of 
(ii) is (for 8 = 27r) 
W(w) 8x27~ 
8=Tuo)+ 7T - - i arctan tan (8 X 2~)) 
or equivalently, 
where 
W(w) = w8sin(8X ST) - a,w7sin(7X21r) 
+ usw’sin(6X 5~) - cr3w5sin(5X in) 
+ u4w4 sin(4 X $$r) - u5w3 sin(3 X 27r) 
(20) 
+ osw’sin(2 X 277) - a7w sin $T 
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6 = Tw8 + 4-“,7_ cw5 _ E4-5,4 
2 2 2 
_ 4-gw3 6 _ T4-5102 _ 4-2, 
2 ’ 
U(w) = w8cos(8x ;r) - a,w’cos(7x ;T) 
+ u2wecos(6x~a) - 0,w5c0s(5x fr) 
+ u,w%os(4x e7r) - a,w3cos(3x :7r)+ u,w%os(2x 27r) - u7wcos3r + 0, 
= - iw” _ E4-sw7_ 43wa _ E4-4w5 _ ‘4-5 4 
2 2 2 
W 
+ i4-‘w2 + T4-2w +2x48 - 6,. 
By Descartes’s rule of signs, W(w) and U(w) each have just one positive 
simple root. 
Since W( 1) > 0 and W( + co) = + co, the unique positive root of W( w ) 
lies in (0, l), and 
W(w)>0 if wE(l,+cc). (21) 
Since U( 1) > 0 and U( + co) = - cc, the unique positive root of U( w ) lies 
in (1, + co). Let wa be this root. If w increases in (1, + co) through wa, U(w) 
changes from positive to 0, then to negative. By (21), W( wa) > 0. Hence wa 
is a jump of W( w)/U( w) from + cc to - cc. But wa is the unique jump of 
W( w)/U( w ), since U( w ) has no positive roots except wa. Hence 
W(w) -= 47 u(w) -1. 
This contradicts (20). 
Thus s = { ui,..., u8} does not satisfy condition (ii) of Conjecture 1. It 
follows that Conjecture 1 does not hold. 
In a similar way, we can construct a counterexample of Conjecture 2. Let 
s= {Ui,..., u8 } be a P-set. Conjecture 2 says: if 
(i) d(S) = 2, then 
(ii) @gui)<$lr, i=l,..., 12. 
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Letn=8.Assumingthata,=4-2,a2=43,a3=4~4,a4=4-4,a,=4~2, 
a, = 4-4, a,=44,as=2X48-cY(O<S~1).ThenSisthesetofallrootsof 
f(Z) = Zs - a,Z’+ * f * - a,Z + as and is a P-set. As in the foregoing para- 
graphs, there exists Se E (0,l) such that g(w) and h(w) have no common 
root. In the following, we always take 6 = 8,. Then, for any w E ( - co, + co), 
f(iw)=g(w)+ih(w)#O. It follows that rn(S)+~(S)=lSl. Then n(S)= 
8 - d(S). By Theorem 1, 
h(w) + 8x7r/2 1 
?r(S)=Z,“- ~- 
g(w) ~ = 
Therefore 
h(w) 
4(S)=4-I,“- 
g(w). 
(22) 
It can also be proved that in (0,4) and in (4, + co) g(w) has just one root 
each (simple or multiplicity 3). And for any w E (0, + co), 
Hence for the same reason as with g( w ) in (0,4), w = 4 is the unique root in 
(0, + co) of h(w) (simple or multiplicity 3). Clearly, 
for any w E (0,4), h(w) < 0; forany WE(~,+CCJ), h(w)>O. 
And g(0) > 0, g(4) < 0, g( + co) = + co. Thus we see easily that the only two 
jumps of h(w)/g(w) in (0, + co) are both from - cc to + co. Hence 
Z,“h( w)/g(w) = 2. By (22), d(S) = 4 - Zzh(w)/g(w) = 2. This means that 
condition (i) of Conjecture 2 holds for S = { ui, . . . , us }. 
Now, U(w) has an unique positive root in (43/4, + co). So has W(w) in 
(0,43/4). And if w E (43/4, + co), then W(w) > 0. 
We have U( + co) = -co, U(43/4) > 0. Thus W(w)/U(w) has a unique 
positive jump from + cc to -co. Then Z~W(w)/U(w) = - 1. 
This contradicts the necessary result (20) of (ii). It means that S = 
{U i,“‘, us} does not satisfy condition (ii) of Conjecture 2. Therefore Conjec- 
ture 2 is false. 
REMARK 1. Both S= {ui,..., ~a} in the counterexamples of Conjecture 
1 and 2 are Pa-sets clearly. It is known that (ii) of Conjecture 1 and 2 is not 
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satisfied by either S. But do the inequalities larg uil < zn, i = 1,. . . ,8, hold or 
not? 
Actually, if larguil+, i=l,..., 8, then since (ii) is negative for the 
given S, we know that there exists at least one root u. E S of f(Z) with 
arg u. = * Sn. 
Let u. = w0 e + @, where w,>O. Then O=f(uo)=f(woe’g”i)= 
U( wo) f i W( wo) implies U(w,) = W( wo) = 0, that is, w. is a common 
positive root of U( w ) and W(w). 
In the counterexample of Conjecture 1, U(w) has a unique positive root 
in (1, + 00) and W(w) has a unique positive root in (0,l). Hence U(w) and 
W( w ) have no common positive roots. Therefore it is impossible for w. to be 
a common positive root of U( 20) and W( w ). This implies that the condition 
largu,l<s9r, i=l,..., 8, is not satisfied by either S. Then both conjectures 
on PO-sets corresponding to Conjectures 1 and 2 are false. 
REMARK 2. A negative answer to Conjectures 2 and 4 (i.e. Conjectures 2 
and 5 in [4]) was given by D. Hershkowitz and C. R. Johnson in [5]. But the 
method of constructing the counterexample of Conjecture 2 in [5] differs 
from that in this paper. 
We wonder whether there exists a fixed 8 E (0, r) such that Conjecture 1 
or 2 is true if 8 replaces $r. 
The author wishes to thank Professor Mou-Cheng Zhang and the referee 
for their helpful camments. 
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